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Appendix C

Details of the metadynamics
simulations of chapter 6

In this appendix, I present the details and the exact parameters of the five metadynamics
simulations in chapter 6. I performed direct metadynamics. The width of the Gaussian free
energy hills δσ was 0.106 Å. The height H was 0.001 Hartree (1.05 kBT or 0.63 kcal/mol),
but sometimes decreased to 0.0005 for a better resolution and to reduce the forces imposed
by metadynamics during barrier crossing. After deposition of one hill, at least 100 normal
CPMD time steps were performed before checking how much the system moved away
from the previous deposition location. If this was more than 0.0265 Å (summed for all
collective variables), a new hill was placed. If it was less, then the check was performed
again after 10 more CPMD steps. If the displacement was still not sufficient after 400 more
steps, a Gaussian hill was placed anyway.

I used two types of collective variables, DIST and DIFFER. The first is the distance be-
tween two atoms, the second the difference between two distances, defined by three atoms.
To make sure that two amino acids were not pushed away from one another, sometimes
a WALL maximised the allowed distance. This WALL was a fixed force, working on two
atoms beyond a threshold value of the distance. Tables C.1 to C.5 give the simulation
parameters for each metadynamics simulations. For some metadynamics parameters, I in-
cluded huge scaling factors for δσ. This means that the Gaussian hill for this parameter
is extremely wide and hence looks almost infinitely flat. Consequently, the force on this
collective variable is very small and effectively, only the WALL does any work. This allows
me to restrain a certain distance to be smaller than a threshold value, without constraining
it to a fixed distance (as a normal constraint in CPMD software would do).

In the pR simulation, Thr50 migrated away somewhat, resulting in a quantum system
that was too large for its box. From time step 53210 on, I removed Thr50 from the quantum
system; it was of course still present in the simulation, but now described by the force field.

In simulation pR THR, an extra metadynamics WALL (with a huge scaling factor) was
added after 156700 time steps. It served to keep the sum of the two Tyr42 hydrogen bond
distances below 7.83 Å. This new parameter SUMDIST was necessary, because after filling
up two wells with Gaussians (one with the hydrogen bond pointing towards pCA and the
other with the hydrogen bond pointing towards Glu46), the system was forced to find a
new well without any hydrogen bonding from Tyr42 to either of the two accepting oxygens.
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Table C.1: Parameters in simulation pR.

parameter value extra information
DIFFER |Hg −Og| − |Hg −Oc|
DIST Ht −Og wall 3.49 Å, 1.24 · 10−7 N
DIST Ht −Oc wall 3.49 Å, 1.24 · 10−7 N
DIST Oc −Og scaling 1020;wall 3.07 Å, 4.5 · 10−7 N
# of time steps 208780
# of Gaussians 2085

Table C.2: Parameters in simulation pR CST

parameter value extra
DIST Ht −Og wall 3.97 Å, 4.1 · 10−9 N
DIST Ht −Oc wall 3.97 Å, 4.1 · 10−9 N
# of time steps 73430
# of Gaussians 700
hill width 0.159 Å
constraint |Hg −Og| − |Hg −Oc| = 0 DIFFER constraint, not metadynamics

This was not a part of phase space that I wanted to sample.
Even when the simulation had three or more collective variables, I plotted the free

energy surfaces on two (combined) coordinates. In this case, I integrated out one variable.
For example, I used the difference between two distances as a new coordinate: y1 = x1−x2,
integrating out y2 = x1 + x2

exp[−βF (y1)] =
∫

y2

exp[−βF (x1, x2)]Jdy2.

Each barrier height (ΔF †) was calculated from a one-dimensional plot as the difference
between the free energy on the top of the barrier and the free energy integrated over the

Table C.3: Parameters in simulation pR THR

parameter value extra
DIST Hg −Og wall 2.01 Å, 4.1 · 10−8 N
DIST Hg −Oc wall 2.01 Å, 4.1 · 10−8 N
DIST Ht −Og scaling 2.0; wall 3.49 Å, 4.1 · 10−8 N
DIST Ht −Oc scaling 2.0; wall 3.49 Å, 4.1 · 10−8 N
# of time steps 226693
# of Gaussians 2232
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Table C.4: Parameters in simulation pR WAT

parameter value extra
DIST Hg −Og wall 2.01 Å, 8.2 · 10−8 N
DIST Hg −Oc wall 2.01 Å, 8.2 · 10−8 N
# of time steps 118424
# of Gaussians 1157

Table C.5: Parameters in simulation pB’

parameter value extra
DIST Hg −Og wall 2.01 Å, 8.2 · 10−8 N
DIST Hg −Oc wall 2.01 Å, 8.2 · 10−8 N
# of time steps 94066
# of Gaussians 917

complete product state. Integration from 3 to 2 variables for example was

exp[−βF (x1, x2, x3)] =
∫

x3

exp[−βF (x1, x2)]dx3.
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